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1 INTRODUCTION 
Bicycles are becoming always more popular as a cheap and healthy tool for urban travels. The concerns for 
crowded public transport means are changing the habits after the pandemic situation caused by Covid-19, 
encouraging people towards the use of bicycle [1]. 
As stated in literature, tyres play a large role in the handling of bicycles [2] [3] [4]. This is why it is necessary 
to characterize tyres so as to derive useful parameters for modeling. To this purpose, proper experimental 
methods have been implemented for bicycle tyres [5]. A deepen knowledge of the phenomena occurring at 
tyre/road contact patch is indeed fundamental to ensure proper adherence and safety conditions [6], especially 
for vehicles as bicycles or motorcycles working with high camber angles [7]. 
This paper aims at enabling the future development of bicycle tyres, in order to improve the safety and the 
performances. Specifically, the focus is devoted to understand how the road temperature can impact on tyre 
performances, and therefore on bicycle handling. 
After a brief section describing the methods and instruments used for this research activity, the results of an 
experimental campaign carried out on road racing tyre are presented and discussed. 

The remarkable variation of temperature of tyre rolling surface can have multiple impacts on the performances. 
It can affect the noise emissions [8] as well as rolling resistance, as noted in [9], where higher temperature was 
correlated to lower rolling resistance coefficient. In [10] the temperature influence on car tyre lateral 
characteristics is investigated on a drum test-rig. A They found a decrease in cornering stiffness as temperature 
increases, while no particular variations on relaxation length were observed. 

Despite the known influence of the temperature on tyre properties, there is a lack of studies regarding bicycle 
tyres. In [11] a test on test-rig of winter-type tyre revealed remarkable differences with respect to the 
mechanical characteristics of other tyres tested at room temperature. This may suggest the important role 
played by temperature on bicycle tyres characteristics, thus affecting the tyre/road interaction. 
 
2 METHODS AND INSTRUMENTS 
In this study, tests are performed with a test-rig specifically designed to measure the mechanical characteristics 
of a wide range of bicycle tyres [12]. Known as Vetyt, it consists of a welded frame made of Aluminum 6060 
T6 to hold a bicycle tyre on a flat track (Figure 1). Lateral force and self-aligning moment of a road racing 
bicycle tyre were measured on flat track varying the temperature of the rolling surface.  
Tyre was mounted on high-stiffness laboratory rim. In this way, the compliance of the rim does not affect the 
experimental measurements (the mounting can be seen in Figure 1). 
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A test with constant temperature was firstly performed (Figure 2), with camber angle set to 0° and slip angles 
spanning in the range ± 9.5°. The focus was devoted to the lateral force, specifically to the symmetry of the 
results with respect to the origin of the axes, in order to check the effective operating of Vetyt. The tyre should 
perform similarly if turned at right or left, unless the presence of secondary effects of ply-steer and conicity 
[13]. The temperature was kept constant at 30 ± 3 °C. The fact that the plotted curve resulted symmetric with 
respect to the origin of the axis confirmed the good performances of Vetyt. We can assume the temperature as 
the only variable parameter. 

 
2.1 Experimental tests varying temperature 
The effect of the rolling surface temperature on the mechanical characteristics of road racing bicycle tyre was 
investigated. In Figure 3, lateral force and self-aligning moment are depicted as function of the recorded 
temperature. The slip angle was set to 3.3°. It is possible to note the remarkable correlation between the 
decrease of the measured values and the increase of temperature. While the temperature increases of 51%, 
lateral force decreases of 11% and self-aligning moment of 37%, showing an almost quadratic decreasing 
trend. The decreasing trend at increasing temperature is confirmed for other slip angles |𝛼𝛼| > 3°. Repeating 
the test for slip angle equal to 1°, the results are completely different, as shown in Figure 4. The variability is 
much smaller and limited to less than 1% for lateral force and around 8% for self-aligning moment. 

Observing Figure 4, it is possible to note that values seem to achieve a maximum for temperature of 40 °C, 
then to decrease. This is more evident for self-aligning moment. Repeating tests for other slip angles |𝛼𝛼| < 3° 
a clear trend cannot be distinguished, but variability remains however lower than 8% for self-aligning moment 
and 1-2% for lateral force. 
 
3 CONCLUSIONS 
In this article, the effect of temperature variation on mechanical characteristics of bicycle tyres is studied. 
The test-rig Vetyt, developed in the Department of Mechanical Engineering of Politecnico di Milano, has been 
employed to characterize a road racing bicycle tyre. The focus was on the measurement of the lateral force 𝐹𝐹𝑦𝑦 
and self-aligning moment 𝑀𝑀𝑧𝑧 when the temperature of rolling surface remarkably varies. The variation in 
temperature of rolling surface resulted as a relevant source of variability for tyre parameters. In particular, the 
extreme responsiveness of self-aligning moment to the temperature was noticed. While the temperature 
increases of 51%, passing from 31 °C to 50 °C, the measured lateral force decreases of 11% and self-aligning 

 
 

Figure 1 – Vetyt test-rig at Politecnico di 
Milano. The frame holds the bicycle tyre on 
flat track. In this picture, tyre is mounted on 

high-stiffness laboratory rim. 

 Figure 2 – Lateral force 𝐹𝐹𝑦𝑦 as function of the slip 
angle 𝛼𝛼. The result is obtained keeping the temperature 

of the flat track belt constant and equal to 30 ± 3 °C. 
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moment of 37%, showing an almost quadratic decreasing trend. This result was verified for slip angle equal to 
3,3°, and confirmed for slip angles larger than |3°|.  

Different trend was however recorded for slip angle slip angles |𝛼𝛼| < 3°. Any increasing or decreasing trend 
cannot be distinguished, and the variability remains lower than 8% for self-aligning moment and 1-2% for 
lateral force.  
These effects could be relevant considering paved roads during summer, when the presence of shaded corners 
may cause a sudden increase/decrease in road temperature, thus changing the bicycle handling. This is strictly 
connected to bicycle dynamics, and it could be relevant for the occurrence of sudden and dangerous dynamic 
instabilities [14]. 
 

  
Figure 3 – Lateral force (at left) and self-aligning 

moment (at right) as function of recorded 
temperature of belt, for slip angle equal to 3.3°. 

Figure 4 - Lateral force (at left) and self-aligning 
moment (at right) as function of recorded 

temperature of flat track belt, for slip angle of 1°. 
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